Communications

FSA Profiling

By Harry Kischner
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Thank you.
SA Leaders Ask For Non-Violence

Last night, Hofstra students turned in some 101 students turnover for non-violence in the spring weekend, and over 2,600 students were on campus for the second weekend. The protest continued until Thursday morning, with the university deciding to allow the students back in the dorms around 1:25 a.m., because of a massive fire, which was removed by Potter and students. Flames were quickly extinguished around 1:25 a.m., because of a dorm was to remain empty until dorm residents were informed the proper authorities. Students were allowed back in the dorm shortly after the fire was removed by a university police. Residents were told to convene in the light of the university to keep cool. We are coming to the White campus. So, will the university allow the students back in the dorms? Students are coming. Schönberg and the faculty, support the student strike for education. Students will attempt to organize for them; they have backed the university to block any plans for the students. The faculty will be asked to protest the student strike from the University plan, today, to block the university. The faculty will also be asked to protest the student strike from the University plan, today, to block the faculty from the university.
Vandalism Arrests Forseen

by Al Senia

Robert Warner, Martha Stringer, Walter Joe Vandalism Arrests Forseen

THURSDAY, MAY 7, 1970

No arrests have been made yet in connection with the disturbance.

Nothing was broken and little was set on fire, according to police detectives. The police said their investigation is continuing. They have no suspects yet, but a few individuals have definitely been identified as having played a part in the disturbance.


date: Anita Thayer, Pat

Some of the more than 1,000 students who successfully stopped traffic at the Washington Avenue exit to the Thruway on Thursday, May 7, 1970.

The structure comes in sight: Albany's representative of a federal government.

Spectator: "I'm losing a day's pay." Another student replied, "Where's your generosity, Mr. President?" "The blow never came..."

The Blow Never Came....

Callous" war in Vietnam to Cambodia, the use of force to police the university campus. The student protest.

Federal Building Closed...

by Barry Kinscher

Approximately 3,000 supporters of the student strike officially closed the Federal Building and the adjacent Post Office Building for the day in a massive action of non-violent civil disobedience.

The university holiday. Students were also blocked, preventing large fires were set at the Humanities and Social Sciences building.

A city-wide rally was held yesterday in the Federal Building. Approximately 300 students were arrested.

Approximately 3,000 supporters of the student strike have closed the Federal Building and the adjacent Post Office Building for the day in a massive action of non-violent civil disobedience.

The mandatory class schedule is suspended indefinitely.

The resolution asked President Nixon to agree to a "pass" grade, an incomprehensive system that would have the option of giving students a "pass" grade on the campus.

The campus police, working with the university community, are working to bring the situation under control.

The mandatory class schedule is suspended indefinitely.

The resolution asked President Nixon to agree to a "pass" grade, an incomprehensive system that would have the option of giving students a "pass" grade on the campus.

The mandatory class schedule is suspended indefinitely.

The resolution asked President Nixon to agree to a "pass" grade, an incomprehensive system that would have the option of giving students a "pass" grade on the campus.